Computational thinking for digital technologies: Exemplar 11
PROGRESS OUTCOME 4

Beat the Goalie
Annotation
Kiri and Ben can analyse a computer application, identify the functional requirements
for a game and create an algorithm for each functional requirement.
They develop a computer program that shows they can:
• use variables for representing and storing data (“timer” in the screenshot
from Scratch)
• sequence (“wait 1 sec, change timer by -1”)
• use selection and iteration via a repeat block with conditional logic (“repeat until
timer = 0”).
They are able to test and debug their code to ensure it functions correctly. Their response
demonstrates their ability to apply logical reasoning to a programming problem.

Background
The students in this learning space have had prior experience with developing programs in a
block-based integrated development environment (IDE).
The task below is one part of an activity for developing the “Beat the Goalie” game in a blockbased coding language. Other parts of the activity involve students writing, implementing and
testing algorithms for all the functional requirements of the game.

Task
Students are shown a game called “Beat the Goalie”. They are unable to view the code for the
game, so can only see the final game in action. Based on what they can see, they are asked to
develop a set of functional requirements that describe the game’s objectives and how a player
would interact with the game.
Working in pairs, the students are then asked to
develop an algorithm for the functional requirement
“The countdown timer should count down from 30 and
stop the game when time is up”.
They are then asked to create the programming
code to implement and test their algorithm for the
countdown timer.
Mr Stuart provides a template for the students to
record their response to each part of the task.
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Student response
Kiri and Ben develop functional requirements for
the game and an algorithm for the countdown timer.

Functional Requirements for the Beat the Goalie Game
After playing the "Beat the Goalie Game" write down the informal instructions
here:
1. Timer counts down from 30 to o seconds until game is over.
2. Use left and right arrow keys to move the goalie.
3. The ball will move from left to right automatically.
4. Use spacebar to shoot at the goal and then you get a point.
5. The goalie will say goal or save depends on if you score or not.
6. Score as many goals as you can in the time limit.
They test their algorithm by
creating a program in Scratch that
uses sequence, selection, iteration,
and variables. They realise through
testing that their program code is
in the wrong sequence, preventing
the program from working as they
intended. They correct the bug in
their logic and get the program to
work correctly.
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